
IGLOOTEL
Event-Location | Bar | Restaurant | Hotel

ARCTIC SNOW EXPERIENCE 



Not far from the Arctic Circle, right in the heart 
of Swedish Lapland, the unique IGLOOTEL 
opens its doors prompt at the start of the 
winter season. Surrounded by untouched 
nature and the amazing landscape of dozens 
of frozen lakes and endless forests, IGLOOTEL 
is an incomparable event location totally 
made from ice and snow. The breathtaking 
hotel complex combines several IGLOOs 
covering a total area of approximately 900 
m² including e.g. an Ice-Bar, 10 individually 
designed Sleeping-IGLOOs and an Aurora 
Spa Area, which offers Hot Tubs and an 
Outdoor Sauna. The interplay of modern LED-
light illumination and snow art creates an 
extraordinary atmosphere. Be our guest and 
visit us for the one and only snow adventure 
in the arctic ice.

UNIQUE ART DESIGN  
CARVED IN ICE AND SNOW

A stay at IGLOOTEL offers many different options. Whether you are travelling 
on your own, as a couple, in a group or together with colleagues, a stay in 
IGLOOTEL is an unforgettable experience for any target group. Spend the night 
in one of the artistically designed Sleeping-IGLOOs, have a drink in an ice glass 
and enjoy a hot meal served in one of the Event-IGLOOS. Outside, in the Aurora 
Spa Area, you can relax in our wood fired Outdoor Sauna or in the bubbly 
water of the Hot Tubs. Enjoy the special setting under the open polar sky and 
always be on a lookout for the magical Northern Lights! When spending the 
night in IGLOOTEL, you have the choice of staying in a Standard-IGLOO or in 
a Romantic-IGLOO. All IGLOOs have their own individual, unique design and 
only differ in the number of people they accommodate. Whereas Standard-
IGLOOs are a good solution for families with children or smaller groups (max. 
4-6 people per Sleeping-IGLOO), the accommodation in a Romantic-IGLOO fits 
perfectly for couples and guests, who would like to enjoy some private space 
(max. 2 people per Sleeping-IGLOO)

VISIT IGLOOTEL LAPLAND
IGLOO DAY

Discover the IGLOO feeling on a guided tour through IGLOOTEL including a 
non-alcoholic welcome drink at the Ice-Bar. We will show you around in all 
artistically designed IGLOO rooms and explain everything you need to know 
about the IGLOO construction and art design starting with the snow production 
and ending with the last steps in finishing the giant hotel complex. Sit down 
in a cozy seating corner equipped with soft reindeer skins and rest under the 
mystically glittering snow crystals. All IGLOOs as well as hallways are fitted 
with wooden floors and radiate a pleasant, comforting atmosphere. We are 
looking forward to welcoming you!

Services:
• Non-alcoholic welcome drink
• Guided tour through IGLOOTEL
• Presentation on IGLOO construction

IGLOO DAY PLUS

IGLOO Day program plus a hot meal. Available for 4 people upwards.

Services:
• Non-alcoholic welcome drink
• Guided tour through IGLOOTEL
• Presentation on IGLOO construction
• Hot meal

IGLOO NIGHT ONLY

Make dreams come true and spend a night in IGLOOTEL. We will provide you 
with a cozy polar sleeping bag as well as a fleece-inlet for the night. Bedded 
on soft reindeer skins and mattresses, you will spend the night in an unique 
setting. Of course, you are always welcome to enjoy yourself in our Ice-Bar, 
the Outdoor Sauna* and the Hot Tubs*. Moreover our open-roof Fire-IGLOO 
gives you an ideal opportunity to watch out for Northern Lights by gathering 
around a romantic campfire. (*Subject to surcharge)

Services:
• Non-alcoholic welcome drink
• Guided tour through IGLOOTEL
•  Overnight accommodation in IGLOOTEL (Standard-IGLOO or Romantic-IGLOO)
• Polar sleeping bag and fleece-inlet (on a hire basis)
• Scandinavian breakfast

IGLOO NIGHT PACKAGE

The all-round snow and ice package. Spend the night romantically as a couple or 
with friends or family with up to 6 people in an individually designed Sleeping-
IGLOO. A once-in-a-lifetime experience providing memories you will never 
forget. Immerse yourself in the magical snow world and enjoy an evening that 
is second to none.

Services:
• Non-alcoholic welcome drink
• Guided tour through IGLOOTEL
• Hot evening meal
• Use of Sauna and Hot Tubs in IGLOOTEL for the time of the overnight stay 
•  Overnight accommodation in IGLOOTEL (Standard-IGLOO or 

 Romantic-IGLOO)
• Polar sleeping bag and fleece-inlet (on a hire basis)
• Scandinavian breakfast



IGLOO ADD-ONS

Other opportunities at IGLOOTEL:

•  Use of the Indoor Sauna: Included in all IGLOO overnight stays is the use 
of the electronic saunas, which are located in the heated sanitary facilities 
(gender-segregated).

•  Sauna «exclusive»: Optional rental of the Outdoor Sauna in the Aurora Spa 
Area for exclusive use. Relax in a romantic atmosphere together with a 
partner or in company of friends and family. 

•  Use of Hot Tubs in the Aurora Spa Area: Welcome to a bubbly massage for 
body and soul! Our Hot Tubs are integrated into the snow inside an open-
roof IGLOO. You can rent one of the about 40°C hot whirlpools and, with a 
bit of luck, catch the Northern Lights right above your heads.

•  Hot Tubs «exclusive»: Perfect for celebrations with friends, colleagues or 
acquaintances. Exclusive use of the whole Hot Tub area (includes 3 outdoor 
whirlpools) and service at the Aurora Spa Area.

•  Catering: We will be pleased to organize a buffet or an multi-course menu 
for your event. Invite your guests to experience the exclusive IGLOOTEL flair 
and host your individual event in one of our Event-IGLOOs.

.
You are interested in booking one of our services? Please contact us for a 
customized offer (please let us know in advance).

EVENTS IN IGLOOTEL

IGLOO EVENT

Surprise your clients with an extraordinary location and invite them to the 
fascinating world of IGLOOTEL Lapland! Whether you want to motivate your 
staff with a special incentive or would like to organize a private celebration in 
an incomparable setting. An event in IGLOOTEL e.g. presentation, publication, 
exhibition or wedding, creates long-lasting, positive memories. Additional 
activities, such as an action-loaded Snowmobile Tour, a romantic Dog Sled Tour, 
a guided Snowshoe Tour or traditional Icefishing as well as a fascinating trip 
through the arctic nights complete your IGLOOTEL visit. We are pleased to put 
together a special package tailored to your requirements.

AFTERWORK PARTY

Finish off an eventful day at the IGLOOTEL Ice-Bar and be a part of the «coolest» 
party ever! A chilled drink, good music and unforgettable impressions all add up 
to a successful evening. The IGLOOTEL Afterwork Party is held every Thursday 
from 8 p.m.You can find current dates and special events at www.iglootel.de.

ACTIVITIES

Snowmobile Tour
Have a thrill of speed and ride a snowmobile through thick forests and over 
frozen lakes, together with experienced guides (English-speaking). From a 
beginner tour to a professional adventure – everything is possible.

SpeedCar-On-Ice
Accelerate from 0 to 100 kmph within 3 seconds 
and feel the buzz of adrenaline! Thanks to good 
equipment like spikes on the tires and rollover 
bars, the SpeedCar – similar to a beach buggy – 
offers a maximum of drifting power and endless 
fun on the ice track.

Dog Sled Tour
Trips with dog-pulled sleds have a long tradition all 
over Scandinavia. There is hardly any better way to 
move through Lapland’s winterly wilderness. Take 
your seat on a dog sled, that is driven by a professional 
musher (dog sled handler) and glide soundlessly 
through the peaceful nature.

Moosesafari
Have a close up encounter with the Swedish national 
symbol and the king of the forest. Local guides will bring 
you on a sled, pulled by a snowmobile, to the feeding 
grounds of the majestic animal. A fascinating excursion 
into the arctic wilderness!

Snowshoe Tour
Step out into the magical winter landscape of Swedish 
Lapland and follow a local (English-speaking) guide on 
a Snowshoe Tour. In small groups you can enjoy the 
unique freedom and expanse of Swedish nature.

Other activities 
Polar Circle Tour incl. lunch and Icefishing afterwards, Arctic Nights Tour – 
looking out for Northern Lights and a visit to the Båtsuoj Sami Centre, following 
the roots of the Sami culture.

IGLOOTEL WEEKEND PACKAGE

Escape your everyday routine and plunge into a world of ice and snow! The 
IGLOOTEL Weekend Package offers a short break in Swedish Lapland’s winter 
wonderland. An individually composed adventure holiday in the middle of 
Europe‘s last wilderness, surrounded by a breathtaking mountain panorama 
is awaiting you!

Services:
•  Direct return flight with FlyCar from Hanover, Stuttgart, Munich, Frankfurt-

Hahn or Birmingham to Arvidsjaur and back
•  2 nights in a studio room (twin-bedded room in bungalow on Kraja premises, 

upgrade for accommodation in Hotel Kraja or Hotel Silverhatten on request 
– surcharge applies)

•  1 night in a Standard-IGLOO or Romantic-IGLOO (your room will be kept 
during your IGLOOTEL overnight stay)

• 3x Scandinavian breakfast
•  English-speaking tour through IGLOOTEL followed by a hot meal served in 

an Event-IGLOO
• Use of Sauna and Hot Tubs in IGLOOTEL for the time of the overnight stay
• All required local transfers
• English-speaking tour guides

A MAGICAL WEEKEND IN 
THE FASCINATING 
ARCTIC NATURE 

DIRECT FLIGHT  TO 
LAPLAND WITH 



Office Germany
IGLOOTEL lapland
Friedrich-Ebert-Str. 82-84 
D-55276 Oppenheim

Ingrid Schwab
Mobile +49 (0) 175 / 2 89 44 08
Phone: +49 (0) 6133 / 94 94 50
ingrid-schwab@iglootel.de

OPENING TIMES

The IGLOOTEL Lapland is open from mid-January until end of March 
(depending on the weather, further information on our website). Tours are 
offered every day to the following times: Mon-Fri, 12 p.m.-4 p.m., Sat/Sun, 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Guided group tours are always available by arrangement. 
Overnight guests can check-in at 6 p.m. (changes upon request). Group 
events on request. We would be delighted to put together an individual 
package for you. The IGLOOTEL Afterwork Party is held every Thursday from 
8 p.m. (subject to change, latest information and dates at www.iglootel.de).

Daniel Knab
D +49 (0) 171 / 1 21 78 56
S +46 (0) 70 / 2 68 82 51
daniel-knab@iglootel.de

Andrea Fritsche
D +49 (0) 157 / 74 11 01 42
S +46 (0) 70 / 2 67 70 89
andrea-fritsche@iglootel.de

CONTACT

Adress:
IGLOOTEL lapland | Hotel Kraja
Silvervägen 1, S-938 21 Arjeplog

www.iglootel.de | info@iglootel.de
www.facebook.com / iglootel
www.instagram.com/iglootel
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